A Blood by McKnight, Sellis
The sign of purity & circumspection
(also modesty & discretion)
is where the mouth is full
but balanced, & the lips give
"the appearance of mild compression
in the center only." Beware of lips that stick
slightly forward, though —  these incline to lean
to tendencies (animal).
Example: in the mouth 
that's sensual, the lower part 
protrudes, the teeth arch 
up & out (see the gums?), 
the lips look loose & swollen & 
there is no (or little) bone
formation showing in the chin. Since beasts
lack decent chin formation,
picture here a mouth that's eating
red raw meat for dinner. (Women
are suspicious if there's dark
down below their noses.) Needless to say,
you will find discretion in
a mouth supported
by a bony chin
—  & happiness
with leanless lips, eyes that fix,
& cheeks with optimistic balls!
—  Gary Gildner
Des Moines, Iowa
A Blood
A Blood is someone
who will stay by your side, 
no matter what
He don't leave you hanging
He's always there when the shit go down.
A Blood is true,
real cool,
and definitely together.
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